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1. Introduction
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An attractive station environment that is designed with care in the materials and details, Arnhem Station, Netherlands
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1.1 WHY A PROFILING PROGRAMME?

and implementing the profiling programme
can ensure a high-quality station environment
In 2012, the Transport Administration published with a recognisable identity across the whole
the report ‘Stationshandbok’ (‘Railway Stations - country, once the type documentation/type
Planning Manual’) as a first step in the develop- solutions have been produced. This will also
ment and dissemination of knowledge about the help to ensure good functionality and efficient
planning and design of railway stations. This re- maintenance.
port provides a broad focus on the subject area
and is intended both for the Administration’s
own personnel and other stakeholders involved
in the work on stations.

The report ‘Stationsmiljö – utformning av stationen med resenären i fokus’ (‘Railway Stations
– Layout Manual’) is a continuation that aims to
provide the Transport Administration’s employees with greater knowledge and an ability to
strive for quality in the design of elements in the
combined station environments for which the
Transport Administration is responsible.
This report, ‘Railway Stations – Design Profile
Manual’ is intended primarily for Transport
Administration personnel. The purpose of a
profiling programme is to ensure that commonly used fixtures and structural elements are
specified according to character/profile. Using
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Station environments for growing public transport services
Public transport environments are an important part of many people’s everyday experience, to and from work and school. In the
case of many others, travel is a special event
where expectations and stress are part of the
environment experience. Whatever travel situation you are in, a clearly recognisable structure and high-quality execution in everything
from the fixture components to the buildings
are important for the overall experience of
public transport services.
In the same way that companies care about
how their brand is perceived by the customers, the Transport Administration needs
to view station environments as an identity
carrier for public transport. The Transport
Administration’s ambition is for station environments to be responsible for having fixtures
and materials of a quality, which is appreciated
by the passengers, and which can be efficiently
procured, built and maintained. It is a socially,
ecologically and economically sustainable
approach, which when systematically implemented creates a profile for the Transport
Administration’s station environments.

Historically, many parts of a station environment have long been run in uniformity. SJ’s
(Swedish State Railways) first chief architect,
A. W. Edelsvärd, designed different types of
station building that were subsequently built
in many parts of Sweden in the latter part of
the 19th century. The laminated wood canopies
from the 1920s, which are on many platforms
to this day, were an industrially mass-produced
product, and had a clear profiling impact on
railway stations.

cognisable identity nationwide. It also helps to
ensure good function and efficient maintenance. Certain elements/items are identical across
the country, while others are determined more
according to quality level or character and
create room for variation and customisation for
the specific location.

The goal is to create well-designed stations for
the passenger: spaces that convey a sense of
security and help guide the passenger in the
right direction. They should also create a sense
Today, different conditions and areas of respon- of identity and instil in passengers a sense of
sibility apply. Today, it is primarily the signage familiarity with a station environment.
system that is totally uniform and there is an
established practice for implementing it. In
other respects, only a limited number of elements or objects/fixtures are uniform or similar in design across the country, except where
accessibility regulations, for example, result in
designs that are similar (guide paths etc.).

With a profiling programme for the Transport
Administration station environments, greater
uniformity can be achieved by commonly used
fixtures and structural elements being specified by character/profile. This will ensure a
high-quality station environment with a re-
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1.2 A STATION AS A TOTALITY
Today’s railway stations are composite environments with a number of fragmented subfunctions. The classic image of a station with
a grand station building as an unmistakable
target point for every function no longer applies. Instead, today’s passengers encounter a
station’s functions gradually: information, tickets and waiting areas in the walkways and on
platforms. It is through these situations that a
station as a total environment takes shape.
With coordinated design, a uniform and identity-carrying impression can be achieved. It
guarantees a high level of quality in the travel
environment and is an important part of the
travel experience. A clearly defined profile also
provides the basis for coordinating with other
stakeholders in a station area. Striving to ensure
that stations and their interaction with the
surrounding environment create a total environment is part of the Transport Administration’s
long-term work. It is described in ‘Railway Stations - Planning Manual’ and in ‘Railway Stations – Layout Manual’ and ‘Railway Stations
– Design Profile Manual’ is now driving the issue
further in an applied designed form.
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Fragmented totality
A station environment contains many different
elements and functions. Several parties are responsible for ensuring that these elements and
functions are in place, that they work together
and that they receive maintenance.
For the passenger, the railway station is a totality. People change from train to bus, park their
bikes, buy a ticket and a newspaper without
thinking about who is responsible for what.
Passengers’ experience of the journey, however, is largely dependent on all elements and
functions being integrated into a well-designed
environment.
In-station functions
The platform environment has become increasingly important for the journey. Standing on a
platform is not an end in itself, as the transfer
time should be as short as possible. But with
short transfer times and more efficient travel,
more time is spent waiting on the platform.
Features and fixtures on the platform are
geared towards safety, information and comfort. Examples of elements that are included in
platform furnishings are platform roofs, shelters, poles, signs, seating etc. Platform surfacing and walls are structural components in a

station environment. Green qualities such as
plant areas and parkland, are also a key part of
a station’s profile.
The design and the fittings of connections
are also an important part of the overall perception of a station environment. Space for
ticket machines, seating, dynamic information
fixtures etc. is included in the system, and also
the quality-determination of walls, floors and
ceilings etc. should be included. A station’s
functions are well described in governing and
guidance documents but giving them a coherent design, a unified quality impression, builds
up a basic character which can be said to be a
station’s brand, wherever you are in the country.
RESPONSIBILITY FOR FUNCTIONS:
The Transport Administration’s responsibility
Other important functions that are the responsibility of other stakeholders such as:
The industry’s responsibility (Regional public
transport authorities, Operators)
Property owners’ responsibility
Other stakeholders/municipalities
Commercial stakeholders
TSI

Governed by TSI

PLATFORM EQUIPMENT
- PLATFORM ROOF
- WAITING AREA INCLUDING EQUIPMENT
TSI
- SHELTER INCLUDING EQUIPMENT
TSI
- SEATING
TSI
- LIGHTING
- PLACE FOR TICKET VENDING MACHINE

BUILT-IN PASSAGE ABOVE THE TRACKS
- BUILT-IN STAIR AND LIFT PACKAGE, ESCALATOR
TSI
TSI
- PLACE FOR TICKET CARD READER
- SEATING AND LIGHTING
TSI
- DYNAMIC TRANSPORT INFORMATION EQUIPMENT
TSI
E.G. DIGI-TALKERS, LOUDSPEAKERS, REAL TIME DISPLAY
- PERMANENT SIGNAGE E.G. DIRECTIONAL SIGNS FOR THE TRACKS, ETC.

TSI

STATION BUILDING
- TICKET BOOTH
- TOILET WITH ATLEAST ONE DISABLED TOILET
- BANK, RESTAURANT, ETC.
TRV IS RESPONSIBLE FOR SOME TRANSPORT
INFORMATION EQUIPMENT

TSI

TSI

CONNECTIONS UNDER THE TRACKS
TSI
- BUILT-IN STAIRS AND LIFT PACKAGE, ESCALATOR
TSI
- PLACE FOR TICKET CARD READER
TSI
- SEATING AND LIGHTING
- DYNAMIC TRANSPORT INFORMATION EQUIPMENT
E.G. DIGI-TALKERS, LOUDSPEAKERS, REAL TIME DISPLAY
- PERMANENT SIGNAGE E.G. DIRECTIONAL SIGNS
TSI
TO THE TRACKS, ETC.

SUBSTITUTE TRANSPORT WITH
BUSSTOP SIGNAGE, TRANSPORT
INFORMATION EQUIPMENT, ETC.
(TRV IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
BUSSTOP SIGNAGE)

BICYCLE PARKING

ANGÖRING
TILL
PLATTFORM
DEMARCATED
APPROACH
TOAVGRÄNSAD
THE PLATFORM

TSI

TSI

PLACE FOR THE DISABLED

TSI

KISS-N-RIDE

CAR PARKING

TRANSFER POINT TO BUS WITH ASSOCIATED
INFORMATION EQUIPMENT, LIGHTING, ETC.

INFORMATION ON THE PLATFORM
- DYNAMIC TRANSPORT INFORMATION EQUIPMENT
- PERMANENT SIGNAGE E.G. STATION NAME, TRACK
TSI
NUMBER, ETC.

TSI

INFORMATION NODE
TSI
- DISPLAY FOR REAL TIME INFORMATION
- INTERACTIVE TERMINALS/DIGI-TALKERS
TSI
TSI
- CLOCK
- LOUDSPEAKER
TSI
TSI
- TACTILE ORIENTATION MAP OVER THE STATION AREA
- MEETING PLACE FOR ESCORT WITH INDICATION SIGN AND SEATING
- DIRECTIONAL SIGNS TO TRACKS, ETC. RAILWAY FEATURES

TSI

FENCING BETWEEN THE TRACKS

TSI

The Illustration illustrates an example of functions at a Class 2 station; for complete basic functions, please see TDOK 2013:0685 Stationers basfunktioner och klassindelning 2.0
(A station’s basic functions and station classification, 2.0 TDOK 2013:0685).
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1.3 A NEW APPROACH
Creating station environments supported by a
profiling programme means further-reaching
uniformity in the design than today. It requires
organisations for investment and administration at the Transport Administration to establish
methods and routines that support the intentions of the manual and ensure quality in the
long-term.
Establishing uniformity in a station
environment’s design entails many other advantages than an orderly impression for the
passenger. Operation and maintenance can be
made more efficient and it facilitates a higher
level of service.

10

Forms for tendering the construction and delivery of uniform items need to be clarified so
that the uniformity becomes effective and also
compliant with the public procurement regulations. Type solutions and type documentation
are being prepared for the new designs. They
are the basis for project planning, execution
and administration.
Working with the support of a profiling programme requires a new approach. Project,
operation and maintenance organisations are
developing a cohesive work method. Operating
and maintenance contractors can be procured
with general requirements anywhere in the
country.
All the sub-elements and functions of a station
environment must work as a composite whole
and be efficiently maintained if a station’s core
values are to be conveyed and sustained.

The benefit of a profiling programme that creates uniformity also creates opportunities for
better prices and simpler purchasing. Uniform
and pre-determined elements also simplify,
streamline and reduce the costs of operation
and maintenance. It is possible to administrate
and maintain the quality standards that the
Transport Administration is responsible for in
the long-term.

Reference Illustration showing deficient coordination and maintenance of the different elements and items that are part of a station environment.
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2. Starting Points
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2.1 A STATION’S PROFILE

Character

The guiding principles for such profiling work

The Transport Administration’s profile should
are:
express a common and recognisable quality that
the passenger associates with “the station”. It is •Functional - meet functional requirements
the station as an environment and public transport, not the Transport Administration, which is • Uniform - coherent experience and recognibeing profiled.
tion.
A neutral, but high-quality and lasting impression lays a sturdy foundation for the passenger
environment and creates room for local variations that emphasise the location’s identity.

• Neutral - to be used by everyone and to blend
in with different environments
• Robust - resilient, easy to manufacture and
maintain, a “reliable” basic structure

A well-conceived design and uniformity in terms
of fixtures and execution create a calm structure • Adaptable - can be adapted, adjusted to suit
that can also be efficiently procured, construcdifferent situations: e.g. station size
ted and maintained. It is a socially, ecologically
and economically sustainable approach that,
• Well taken care of – care in the details and
when systematically implemented, creates a
finish
profile for the Transport Administration’s station
environments.
All this expresses quality, durability and profile.
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UNIFORM

FUNCTIONAL

ROBUST
NEUTRAL

ADAPTABLE

WELL TAKEN CARE
OF
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2.2 DESIGN-DETERMINED/QUALITYDETERMINED – GENERAL/LOCATIONSPECIFIC
A distinct profile embraces both elements and
items in a station environment, which should be
uniform regardless of the station, and parts that
are designed according to the location’s specific
conditions, but which nevertheless help profile a
station as a total environment
’Railway Stations – Design Profile Manual’ is
based on a systems approach that handles the
entire scale from the completely uniform and
design-determined to examples of locationspecific designs that are based on quality and
character descriptions.
On the sliding scale between strict uniformity
and location-varied design, some fixtures and
structural elements may, to varying degrees,
vary within a given design family.
The system describes a structure that allows
items/elements to be added, changed or removed with time.
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General – location-specific

The content of the profiling programme is
split into two groups: the general- station
furniture and the location-specific- the
structural.

Design-determined – quality-determined
The items and fixtures that should be uniform
or only have minor variations in design are called design-determined. They are presented in
the proposal as a specific design.

The groups represent the items in a station
that should and can be general and more
uniformly designed, and the elements that
may vary depending on location and surroundings.

The structural elements that are designed
according to the location, and therefore vary
from station to station, are called quality-determined. They are presented in the proposal as
examples of the required level of quality.

The general – station furniture includes shelters, poles and seating etc., in other words,
fixtures in the platform environment. These
items are relatively similar at all stations but
can vary somewhat in scale, materials etc.
The location-specific – structural are a
station’s structural elements, including walls,
floors, passageways and stairs. They can vary
according to location, but are still included
in the profiling programme as examples.

DESIGN SPECIFIC

CONNECTIONS

RAILS

LIGHTNING

SEATING
POLES
SHELTER
WAITING AREA
SIGNAGE SYSTEM
SAND PITS

FENCING

PLATFORM FLOOR

PLATFORM ROOF

STAIRS
FLOOR

LIFTS
RAMPS

QUALITY SPECIFIC

WASTE PAPER BASKETS

WALLS

GENERAL

LOCATION SPECIFIC
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3. Design Profile Proposal
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3.1 STRUCTURE AND PALETTE OF
MATERIALS
One of the basic preconditions for the system
is that, for the recognition and experience of a
clearly defined environment, it should follow
a structure and clarity that promote ease of
orientation.
The structured items are constructed from a
palette of materials. The materials can vary to a
certain degree, depending on the item in question. Signage frames for example, should be
made of the same material at all stations, while
the materials in walls may vary depending on
the location.
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Structure
The system as a whole must be characterised
by a structure both in plane and height, to
create a tranquil, cohesive and user-friendly
environment for the passenger. The structure
must be continuous throughout all parts of a
station, both on platforms and in the passageways leading to and from the platforms.

Examples of structure in plan on the platform also include the organisation of fixtures in passageways, waiting areas etc.

Examples of structure in height also include the organisation of fixtures in walkways, waiting areas etc.
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Palette of materials
The system’s design is based on a palette of materials, where the materials in some elements
vary more than in others. For example, structural frames are the most general and vary only
in the three materials, while the walls and floor
may vary in several materials, and may also be
included in artistic processing.

SKALAT Upp 250 + 250
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Structural frames
Poles, frame in the platform roof, frames in
shelters etc.

Fill materials in fixtures
Examples: platform ceilings, sheets between
the railing cleats etc.

Walls
Examples: walls in tunnels or around stairwells,
screening platforms and their surroundings etc.
Can be processed artistically.

LACQUERED STEEL
NCS 7000, AS SIGN
STRUCTURES

GLULAM

LACQUERED STEEL WOODEN
NCS 7000, AS SIGN
PANEL
STRUCTURES

STAINLESS
STEEL

GLASS

PERFORATED
METALL

STAINLESS
STEEL

ART

CONCRETE,
WORKED SURFACE

TILES

PERFORATED
METALL

GLASS

STONE

BRICKS

CONCRETESTONE,
STANDARD

COLOURED
CONCRETESTONE

GROUND
BRICKS

STONE/
CONCRETE
BLOCKS

TERAZZO

ART

PLANTED WALL

ART

Ground/floor surfacing
Examples: surfacing on platforms, floors in the
passageways etc. Can be processed artistically.
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3.2 STATION FURNITURE
Station furniture refers to the fixtures and structural elements that can be made cohesive with
a unifying character and a design family, and
which can to a large extent be prefabricated
and stored. It covers the entire scale from the
smallest units (e.g. litterbins and fixtures) to
structural elements such as platform roofs and
waiting areas.

THE SYSTEM CAN BE BUILT
OR ADAPTED ON THE BASIS
OF FUNCTION

The system is based on standard steel profiles
that can be assembled in different ways and
with different dimensions to create functions
such as poles, signage frames, bearing wall profiles, supporting structures for roofs etc. Installations should be integrated.
The simple geometries are based on verticality
and the horizontality, and they help to structure
and design the space on platforms and other
outdoor environments. There are significant
opportunities for variation within the same
uniform design language.
The impression should be precise, scaled-back
and simple without demanding attention. It
makes the system easy to incorporate into both
contemporary and historical environments, with
respect for cultural values. It does not compete
with local formats.
24

SIGN ARM WITH INBUILT
CHANNELLING

INSPECTION HATCH
THE SYSTEM MAY BE CHANGED IN
SCALE, THE RAIL BALLAST IS BUILT
ACCORDING TO THE SAME PRINCIPLE
BUT HAS NEATER DIMENSIONS.
POLE INSERTS

COVER PLATE

Principle for constructing the design family

A common design family
Station furniture is designed according to the
concept of a common design family, all parts of
which are based on standard profiles, in a grey
lacquer (NCS 7000), and identical sign frames.
The profiles are wide longitudinally to the platform to increase visibility along the platform
and optimise platform width. Steel profiles can
be adjusted in scale, depending on the item and
function, but they should be harmonious in
their construction and character.
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Guardrails and fences
Guard rails and fences come in different versions, including back-edge railing or partition
fences. Guardrails can fulfil different functions,
and the screening function must be assessed
in each specific situation. In some cases, a wall
may be more appropriate for preventing risk
of collision, while in other cases a steel barrier is preferable. Guardrails vary in quantity
of heights depending on the requirements or
circumstances, but they must be uniform in
material along the platform.

Elevation of types of railing of different heights
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The basic version of the railing is executed in
rail bollards of rectangular grey-painted steel
profiles. The frame must withstand having
benches, litterbins or signs mounted on it. Metal or glass panels are mounted between railing
bollards. The panels can be part of an artistic
embellishment.
In some situations, a more basic guardrail may
be necessary. The basic guardrail is also made
up of rectangular, grey-painted steel profiles.
The profiles have slimmer dimensions than the
standard version and, instead of being filled
with steel or glass, they can have a galvanized
or stainless steel mesh filling.

Illustration of glass railing

Illustration of perforated sheet metal railing
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Poles

Poles are made of grey-painted rectangular
steel profiles and are designed to be wide longitudinally along the platform, like the other
fixtures. The poles are made up of steel profiles,
and have recessed ducts and inspection panels
that you can open.
The poles are adaptable depending on whether
it is a side or middle platform, and depending
on their placement and the kinds of functions
they need.
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There is a need for a number of different pole
types, lighting columns without signage fittings and poles with fittings. The poles may be
mounted with signs, clocks and loudspeakers.

Illustration of different pole types on side platforms
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Seating

There should be seating on all platforms where
passengers wait for trains, and it should be
distributed along the whole platform. Seats
should have backrests and a seat height according to the Transport Administration’s guidelines. Benches should have armrests for people
who need support for both hands. The armrest
should be graspable and should extend beyond
the seat’s front edge.

BACK REST

It should be possible to position the seats in
different formations and they should be of different lengths if required.

SITTING HEIGHT 40-50 CM
ARMREST THAT GOES PAST THE FRONT
EDGE OF THE SITTING AREA, AND THE
POSSIBILITY OF GRABBING WITH BOTH
THE HANDS.
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Basic principles for seating

Seating is available in both freestanding and
wall-mounted versions, and it can also be integrated with the rear edge of the railing.
How to organise seating to allow people to
socialise or sit in seclusion is an aspect that
should be taken into consideration during the
planning.
Benches may, for example, be placed facing
each other or at an angle, space permitting.
Double-sided benches can have an extension to
create seating on the short side as well.

Examples of different seating placements

Illustration of freestanding double-sided bench
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GLAZED SIDES WITH CONTRAST MARKING
ROOF OF SHEET METAL OR GLASS

Waiting areas and shelters
Waiting areas and shelters are areas where passengers can wait for trains, and there should be
shelters at all stations regardless of size.
The scope, size and construction requirements can vary depending on climate zone and
station category, for instance. The profiling
programme has shelters in a range of versions
and sizes.

FRAME OF RECTANGULAR PROFILES THAT
MAY CONSIST OF CHANNELLING

Like the other platform fixtures in the profiling programme, shelters and waiting areas
are constructed from rectangular steel frames.
Shelters and waiting areas should be constructed with glass panel walls, and should comply
with the TSI and the Transport Administration
guidelines on seating, contrast markings on
transparent surfaces etc.
The areas should be well illuminated to create
a sense of security and overview. Shelters must
be constructed in dimensions strong enough to
prevent the need for collision protection in the
form of additional bollards. All shelters must
meet the Transport Administration’s wind load
and air pressure requirements.

BORDER COLLISION PROTECTION
SEATING WITH ARMREST

Principle for the construction of shelters and waiting areas
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Shelters must be available in different sizes,
depending on the size of the station, platform
width etc. The smallest shelters can consist of a
light canopy with two glass panels on the sides,
while the larger ones should be wider and have
glass-panelled walls on several sides.

The smallest type of shelter has a roof with
two side screens. Can be mounted on a wall.

The medium version has at least three glass panel
sides and can also have a glass section on the front.

The largest version of shelter can be expanded with additional
sections. The width can vary according to platform type.
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Shelters should have a frame of grey-painted
rectangular steel profiles and glass panel walls.
The roof can be in sheet metal, wood or glass.
Waiting areas are larger than shelters. They
are climate-protected and have doors. Waiting
areas must meet the requirements of the TSI
and the Transport Administration’s guidelines.
The walls should have glass panels to provide
a good overview of the platform. Doors may be
placed on the short side or long side, depending on the width of the platform, connecting
passageways etc.

Illustration of shelter on a side platform

Waiting areas on a central platform, elevation

Waiting area on a central platform, plan
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Enclosure of stairwells and lifts
The enclosure of stairwells should be executed
at larger and medium-sized stations, and at
smaller ones, if necessary.
The enclosure can also serve as a waiting area,
space permitting. When the superstructure is
on the platform, it should be designed according to the profiling programme’s system, with
a frame of rectangular steel profiles in dark
grey paint and coordinated with other fixtures.
In a stand-alone placement (in an urban environment), the design of the enclosure should
be location-specific. In each case, the kind of
superstructure that needs to be built should be
investigated.
Lifts
Lifts are required where there are larger height
level differences and are a basic requirement at
larger stations (1-3) and at stations with large
height level differences.
Lifts should have glass-panel walls and steel
frame in rectangular sections in the same
colour as the other platform fixtures. Doorsections and details for access (e.g. buttons)
should be in stainless steel.

Lifts should have glass panel walls and a frame of grey-painted rectangular
steel profiles. Canopies, door sections and stainless steel frame

35
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Other fixtures

On platforms there are also other items such
as ticket machines, sandboxes, space for lifts
etc. These items should be consistent with the
profiling programme’s design system. This is
done through various forms of “frames” which
are given a distinct place on the platform.
A vertical framing in the same colour as the
platform fixtures (e.g. ticket machines) retains
a clear profiling for the operator, while the
experience of the platform environment is also
made uniform.

Example of how the transport operator’s profile is visible, but still “arranged” within the system, by a
frame around the ticket machine.

Examples of how other items on the platform, e.g. sandboxes, space for lifts,
ticket machines etc. can be “framed” to provide a cohesive experience
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Platform roof - versions

A platform roof should provide shelter from
the weather and create a spatial dimension
over the platforms.
The design of platform roofs can vary in spread
depending on the station’s size, and depending
on whether it is a middle or side platform. Extending along the platform allows passengers
to spread out, and facilitates boarding and
disembarking.
Platform roofs should be available in different
versions depending on whether a station is
brand new, or if there will be an extension to
an existing station environment that has the older platform roofs of cultural-historical value.
Platform roofs must meet the standards according to the Transport Administration’s
guidelines.

New

New combined with existing glulam roof

Adding to a newly produced, older type
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When constructing new stations, the roofs should be
designed according to the basic model in the profiling
programme.

When constructing new platform roofs at stations with existing classic glulam roofs, the new roofs shall be in a contemporary glulam model.

When adding to existing platform roofs in the classic glulam model, the original model should always be followed.
Newly manufactured platform roof in the Töreboda model,
Gothenburg Central Station
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Platform roof - new basic model

Platform roofs on newly constructed stations
should have rectangular steel columns at regular intervals. The columns include features
such as ducts, drainage etc. It should be possible to inspect these functions via inspection
panels. The roof must be able to carry information in the form of signs and loudspeakers,
lighting etc.
There should be recessed light fittings at the
front edge of the platform roof. There should
also be space for fittings on the columns and, if
necessary, recessed lighting should also be possible at the centre of the ceiling. The materials
of ceilings may vary: they can be filled with
glass, sheet metal or wood.
Signs and clocks can be suspended from attachments on crossbeams. The minimum
height of the bottom edge of the signs should
always be 2,700 mm according to the Transport Administration’s guidelines.
The roof frame consists of painted steel in the
same grey colour (NCS 7000) as the signage
system’s frame and fittings.
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HIDDEN DRAINAGE AND
CHANNELING IN COLUMNS

LUMINAIRE CLEARANCE
FREE SPACE PROFILE

MOUNTING OF SIGNS

LOUDSPEAKER

INSPECTION HATCH

FREE HEIGHT, MIN 2.7 M

LIGHTING

FALSE CEILING, MATERIAL MAY VARY

Platform roofs should follow the same basic
principle in terms of materials, construction
and colour, but they can vary in spread depending on a station’s size, and on whether it is a
middle or side platform.
Platform roofs should be adaptable to be freestanding or attached to walls.

Platform roof adapted for narrower platforms

Platform roof, basic model - side platform

Platform roof adapted for central platforms.
Can also have twin colonnades

Platform roof to a wall

Platform roof adapted to rest on the wall

Platform roof, elevation
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The roof is constructed from rectangular steel
profiles with an outer roof of sheet metal or
glass. The roofs could also be used for attaching solar panels or executed as green sedum
roofs for the disposal of storm water.
The materials in ceilings can vary: they can be
filled with various materials such as glass, sheet
metal or wood.

Platform roof with ceilings in sheet metal, glass and wood
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The classic glulam roof

Many existing stations today have the classic
older glulam platform roofs.
When designing new platform roofs for station
environments that are considered culturally
and historically important, the system includes
versions of the new platform roof, which in
terms of materials and construction are related
to the old glulam tradition, but with a modern
twist.

Classic glulam roof, Kil Station

When adding to existing platform roofs of the
classic glulam model, the roof should always be
given the same design as the existing roof.

Elevated view of existing classic platform roof in glulam,
‘Töreboda’ model

Glulam roofs in the 2000s

For station environments where new platform
roofs are being built adjacent to platforms with
existing old platform roofs in glulam, there is
a modern glulam version of the basic model of
platform roof. The roof is available with wood
or steel columns.
Variant of platform roof with glulam construction
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3.3 A STATION’S STRUCTURAL
ELEMENTS
As a built structure, today’s station is formed
mainly by support walls, trough walls, tunnels
under and bridges over. Overpass/underpass
passageways and/or the surrounding ground
levels create structural elements that are often
clearly distinguishable to the passenger.
They can be seen from the distance and you can
move up close to them. They form a station’s
space and border the surroundings. As the
designed structural elements, they are an
important part of the build-up of a station’s
character and profile.
A station’s structural elements relate more to
the location than its fixtures and fittings. Therefore they are designed uniquely for each site,
but should also maintain a level of quality that
enhances the overall profile and distinguishing
characteristics of a station.
’Railway Stations – Design Profile Manual’
shows examples of character and quality
determinations that can form the basis of the
development of each individual project. Respect
for the qualities of the location and the existing
station environments are an obvious starting
point.
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Structural elements

A station’s structural elements are the elements that form concourses: for example, the
platform floor, walls and stairs. The structural
elements interact with the “furniture” and the
overall result should be a pleasing, high-quality
travel environment.
Structural elements can be location-specific
and have a degree of variation depending on
station size, passenger volumes and location.
Regardless of variations in materials, for example, it is important to ensure a high level of
quality, even at the very smallest stations.
This chapter in the profiling programme describes structural elements and their functions
and character, as well as examples of how
structural elements may vary.

The station’s structural parts, walls, floors, staris, ramps
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Platform floor
The platform floor is an important part of a
station’s spatial layout. The floor should have
a pleasing overall design and help passengers
understand how the platform should be used.
It should include protective zones from the
track area and guide paths. The requirements
for these parts of the floor are specified in the
TSI and the Transport Administration’s report,
‘Riktlinje för utformning av den fysiska miljön
på stationer för personer med funktionsnedsättning’ (‘Guideline for the design of the physical station environments for the disabled’).
These guidelines must be followed in terms
of size and colour, contrast impact and tactile
effect.

1. PAVING
May vary in material for instance concrete slabs, brick,
hollow concrete block, cast concrete. Should always have
the colour that is in contrast with the route markers and
safety zone.
2. ROUTE MARKERS
(according to TSI for the disabled and
TRV’s regulations)

3. CONTRASTING AREA
(according to TSI for the disabled and
TRV’s regulations)

4. TACTILE WARNING AREA IN THE
SAFETY ZONE
(according to TSI for the disabled and
TRV’s regulations)
5. OUTER PART OF THE SAFETY ZONE

FURNISHED ZONE

WALKING ZONE

A floor that provides a pleasing experience
should meet the basic requirements for safety
and accessibility, without giving an overly fragmented impression.
A design with a limited number of good materials can contribute to a good overall result and a
facility, which is durable over time and optimised for efficient operation and maintenance.
All floor surfacing should be even, firm and
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SAFETY ZONE

Division of the platform paving, route marker and tactile marking should always be provided.
The filling between these parts may vary depending on, for instance, the station size and place.

non-slip. The platform floor should have a
well-maintained impression and must be installed with care. Weed management should be
prevented by weed mats, for instance.
Simple concrete slabs provide higher quality,
longer durability and lower maintenance costs
than an asphalted surface. Asphalt surfaces
rarely reach the quality standards required for
a good passenger environment.
In smaller stations, concrete floors or concrete
slabs can be used. In larger stations, where a
higher level refinement is desired, the surfacing may involve stone slabs, ground brick etc
It is important that the platform surfacing is
executed with care and that the platform floor
is viewed as a whole from the outset.
Concrete slabs should have straight, not bevelled edges. Adaptation to fixtures such as poles
etc. by cutting plates, should be taken into consideration in the material selection. Maintenance work on the platform should be possible
without stopping rail traffic. Platform floors
can be processed artistically, as long as all the
requirements for colour contrast effectiveness,
guide paths etc. are met.

Illustration of platform floor surfaced with dark grey concrete slabs

Illustration of platform floor covered with paving stones
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Walls
Walls in station environments should take
the form of screening elements for protection
against adjacent traffic, to emphasise the difference in height to the surrounding ground
and noise protection, or just to create spatial
awareness and seclusion.
Walls on, or adjacent to the platform should
be usable for the installation of fixtures such
as signs, platform roofs, handrails or seating.
The placement of walls in relation to platform
fixtures can vary, depending on the width of
platform and requirements on functions.
The walls may vary in material, but they must
be executed with care and require minimal
maintenance, and have graffiti protection.
Walls can be used as surfaces for artistic processing. When lining a wall, it is important that
the grounding work is good, and that the safety
and comfort aspects in the form of vibrations
from trains etc. are taken into account.
When using concrete, it is important that the
surfaces appear well maintained and designed
with care to avoid creating a crude and inhospitable impression. Concrete walls, for example,
can be cast against the matrices.
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Raw concrete walls should never occur; they should have a processed refinement value. Here is an example of a
concrete wall that is moulded to create a well-maintained impression, Northern Tramline, Solna Station

Wall at the back of the platform

Illustration of a concrete wall

Wall and equipment in line

Illustration of a tiled wall

Platform roof attached to high wall

Illustration of brick wall
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Stairs and ramps
Stairs can connect platforms to other places in
a station area.
Stairs should be easy to find, obstacle-free,
non-slip and comfortable to walk on. Contrast
markings, guide rails, width, tactile markings,
and signage should comply with the TSI and
the Transport Administration’s guidelines.
The stairs should be viewed as a whole and
should have a cohesive choice of materials and
lighting concept along their entire length.
The stairs should always be executed with care,
have good grounding work and high-quality
materials.
Stairs should be designed so that no unevenness, deformations and cracks can occur. Runoff drains may be needed to facilitate cleaning.
The guttering should be seen as an integral part
of the stairs and the selected materials should
harmonise with other materials on the stairs.
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Illustration of granite staircase with a concrete wall.

Connecting passageways to the stairs should be
coordinated in terms of materials and lighting.
The lighting for the stairs should be satisfactory and meet the requirements and guidelines in
TSI and the guidelines of the Transport Administration. Stairs can be illuminated by recessed lighting, for example in guide rails.

Illustration of concrete stairs and a tiled wall.
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Connections under tracks
A station entrance through an underpass under
the tracks should be made a clear target point.
A well-designed, identity-creating station entrance, with a well-conceived design and materials choices is essential for the passenger’s
experience.
The approach to the entrance and the entrance
itself should be well lit. The lighting concept
should be coordinated with the lighting in the
passageways, connecting stairs and the other
areas around a station.
The floor at the entrance should be installed
with care and with materials and colours that
harmonise with the floor surfacing and walls in
passageways and other station areas.
lt should be well maintained and preferably widened to provide good visibility and a generous
light intake.
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The materials on the retaining walls and the
join between the walls of the passageway
should be coordinated to give a good overall
impression. A station’s name should be clearly
specified at the entrance area.
When placing fixtures, there should be coordination with landowners and other stakeholders. All items should be selected, coordinated
and placed with care to create an orderly and
coherent impression.
The goal is for the passenger to perceive the
entrance as welcoming, safe and functional.

EQUIPMENT AND LIGHTING ARE COORDINATED

SUPPORT WALLS ARE
WIDENED TO PROVIDE
GOOD SIGHT AND
LIGHT INTAKE

PAVING SHOULD BE OF TOP QUALITY, AND
SHOULD BE PERFORMED AND MAINTAINED
WITH CARE. COORDINATED WITH THE
PASSAGE FLOORING.

THE STATION NAME SHOULD BE
PROVIDED AT EACH ENTRANCE

THE MATERIAL FOR THE SUPPORT
WALLS IS SELECTED CAREFULLY,
AND THE SUPPORT WALLS ARE
BUILT CAREFULLY.
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Connections under tracks should be designed
to be welcoming, and should be well arranged
and safe. Passageways should be designed with
the most generous dimensions possible, and
have satisfactory lighting and natural daylight
where possible.
Walls, ceilings and floors should be designed
with care in the choice of materials and organisation to provide a well-maintained impression.
Concepts for lighting and materials should run
the whole length of the passageway. The walls,
ceiling and floor surfaces can provide space for
artistic processing.
Fixtures should be placed sideways. Signs and
information can be recessed into the walls, but
rapid changes caused by technological progress
should be taken into account in this solution.
Materials and lighting should be adapted to
climate control and durability requirements.
Connecting walkways to platforms, stairs and
lifts should be clearly marked. The walkways
should follow the Transport Administration
guidelines and the requirements of the TSI.
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Reference Illustration of an underpass designed with generous dimensions, good lighting and high-quality materials.
Breda Station, Netherlands

If a passageway also serves as a city underpass,
the design should be coordinated with the municipality and other stakeholders.

EQUIPMENT AND FURNISHING
SHOULD BE ARRANGED IN PARALLEL,
ACCORDING TO HEIGHT

THE PASSAGE SHOULD
BE WELL-LIT AND
SHOULD ALLOW DAYLIGHT IF POSSIBLE

THE PASSAGE SHOULD BE DESIGNED
USING AS GENEROUS DIMENSIONS
AS POSSIBLE

FLOORING SHOULD BE OF HIGH QUALITY AND
SHOULD BE DONE CAREFULLY.

WALLS AND ROOF SHOULD BE BUILT USING TOP
QUALITY MATERIAL, AND SHOULD BE BUILT
CAREFULLY.
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Connections above ground
A pedestrian bridge that connects one or more
middle platforms is an integral part of the whole railway station with service for passengers.
Both in the basic form of connection and in the
more developed concourse, the passageway’s
primary target is the station. In some cases, the
bridge can also form a connecting path to the
city.
Connections over tracks can be covered or
open. Each situation is unique and, although
the design of the connections may vary, they
should meet certain quality standards.
Connections that are enclosed should have
glass panels and be well lit to provide visibility
and security. The entrances to the passageways
should be clearly marked.
Connecting passageways should be free of
obstacles. Seating and other fixtures should be
placed sideways on.
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Walls, ceilings and floors should be high quality
and executed with care in the choice of materials and the organisation to create a well taken
care of impression.
The design concept should run through the
entire length of the passageway.

THE ROOF IS BUILT CAREFULLY WITH TOP QUALITY MATERIAL;
THE SAME MATERIAL EXTENDS ALONG THE ENTIRE PASSAGE. THE
PASSAGE SHOULD BE ILLUMINATED CAREFULLY.

THE WALLS OF THE PASSAGE
ARE MADE OF GLASS TO
PROVIDE GOOD SIGHT

FLOORING SHOULD BE DONE CAREFULLY, SHOULD BE OF THE
SAME TOP QUALITY MATERIAL THROUGHOUT THE PASSAGE.
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3.4 STATION LIGHTING
Creating good, efficient lighting for platforms,
passengers and disembarkation is crucial to the
experience of safety, security and ease of orientation during the dark hours.
Good lighting is a key factor in terms of giving
passengers a positive experience of a station environment. For the passenger, seeing and being
seen, to be able to read, identify target points
and hazardous areas with lighting are of great
importance.
Good lighting also helps to shape the space
and create a sense of well being. Familiarity
with a platform environment by having uniform
lighting at several stations creates a sense of
coherence, consistency and quality.
’Railway Stations – Design Profile Manual’
shows solutions for the platform that are simple
to implement and adapt to the specific facility’s
own design. This in itself creates a sense of
familiarity and security.
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The platform roof is used as reflectors for indirect lighting creates an inviting and roomy experience, Rydebäck station
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Parameters to take into account and reflect
upon when planning station lighting
Glare
It is important that the light is not too sharp
and bright, as it can dazzle and hinder ease of
orientation and visibility for passengers and
engine drivers. It is therefore essential to choose anti-glare fixtures, and directional lighting
must be mechanically anti-glared.
Varied lighting levels
To clarify and display a station area’s key functions and passenger areas, the lighting levels
above them should be enhanced. An increased
lighting level (enhanced lighting over a selected point or over an item) cr eates a variation
in the light levels that is important for distin-

Well-illuminated platform, Arnhem Station, Netherlands
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guishing them. Points where this is important
include the platform edge, entrance to trains,
signs, ticket booths, lifts, spatial structures,
stairs and escalators.
Enhanced lighting over selected areas also
contributes to increased ease of orientation
and guidance. Enhanced lighting over a particular area also contributes to a greater sense of
security.

Vertical lighting
Varying the direction of light is essential for
strengthening spatial awareness and highlighting the shape and materials of the spaces on
platforms, in waiting areas and shelters. Planning the light so that both the floor and the
walls are illuminated creates spatial awareness
and contributes to a feeling of safety and security.

This way, lighting planning can encourage passengers to stop for a while in designated places.
Here, the coordination between lighting, structural elements, surface materials and choice
of colour is important for the visual whole to
function properly and be distinct.

Concourses that are well illuminated without dazzling, Rennes Metro station Rennes France

Illuminated wooden structure adds character to the concourse, Design proposal for the train station in Moscow

Key points in and around a station area
Car park
The adjacent car park should have clear, functional lighting and it should be safe to walk
between the platform and the car park.
Entrance
The entrance and entrance signs should be illuminated so that their functions are advertised
for passengers as they head towards the entrance. It is important for an entrance to have
a welcoming ambiance. The lighting should
help orientate passengers and the lighting level
should be enhanced along the interconnecting
walkways to show passengers where they need
to go. If there are several entrances it may be
important to clarify which one is the main entrance by giving the main entrance a distinctive
or priority solution.

Underpass
Many underpasses have a low ceiling and feel
too low, too long and too narrow. It is therefore
essential for the lighting to enhance the sense
of spaciousness and create a sense of security.
Giving a passageway indirect light to visually
enhance the ceiling is a good method.
Light on the walls and ceiling creates a sense
of space, which can be supplemented with
direct light, aimed at the passageway’s floor
surfacing, if additional light is needed. It is very
important to be able to clearly see the faces of
those you meet in the tunnel so as not to feel
discomfort and insecurity.

Well-illuminated entrance, Station Triangeln, Malmö

Well-illuminated entrance to the pedestrian walkway and
cycle path, Jonkoping
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Stairs
On stairs, it is essential for the light to be directional and clear, so that both the stairs and the
people moving on the stairs can be seen clearly.
If there is a possibility of integrating light from
guide rails or steps, for example, this would enhance visual ease of guidance. The integrated
light can be complemented by a soft light from
above to create an added sense of spaciousness.
Outdoor cross-track walkways
If there is a connecting bridge to a station, it is
important for the lighting to be adequate and
designed for the traffic the bridge is intended
for. If it is a footbridge, a lower level of lighting
in the bridge railing, for example, could add
an orientating element that also enhances the
bridge’s aesthetic appeal from a distance.

Enclosed track crossings
Enclosed track crossings may have more
glass sections and can therefore be somewhat
complicated to illuminate because of the glare
risk. Bronze structures in the form of beams,
guardrails or dense roofing can be used for
attaching armatures. The main objective is to
have good guiding light and for the lighting not
to cause unwanted glare and reflection that can
dazzle or disorient.
Recessed lighting in the banister, Moelv Station, Norway

Lighting of the bridge railing, Gouden Slinger Bridge, Tiel,
Netherlands
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Superstructure of stairs and elevators
Inside buildings, ease of orientation is important and lighting can, through varied light
levels and directional light, emphasise key
points. It is also important for spatial perception to be positive and secure, and general
lighting can vary between uplight (to lift the
ceiling height and spatial perception), directional light to enhance walkways and key points
such as converging points, seating, stairs etc. as
well as vertical light on selected wall sections.
Vertical lighting is used to direct the visitor’s
attention to signs, for example, but also to make
the space appear brighter.
Shelters/waiting areas
In a waiting area, passengers should be clearly
visible to make others feel secure about entering the space for a while. The light therefore
needs to be relatively wide-beam and directed
downwards and, mounted on the shelter’s
structure such as roof or wall beams. Shelters
often consist of large glass sections, but if there
is a densely meshed ceiling you can put an indirect light there.

Superstructure illuminated from outside, and with light through perforated metal sheeting, Kraaiennest metro station, Amsterdam

Platforms illuminated by indirect light from the roof,
Moscow metro station

Well-illuminated waiting room, Nunawading Station,
Melbourne, Australia
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Platform lighting
On a platform, it is important to see quickly
where to go. Lighting is, therefore, essential. It
is also important quickly to find out where you
can go, where to board the train, and where it is
safe to stand/sit and wait.

Lighting can enhance this zone by giving it a
more spacious and welcoming light, with illuminated columns and uplight on the ceiling,
for example. The roof itself creates a spatial
awareness of the platform that instils a sense of
security and well being. Lighting on the ceiling

also helps highlight the cladding and generates
additional, indirect lighting above the platform.
Space-creating light can be a little richer in
contrast and more dynamic than even more
functional light along the edge of the platform.

The lighting concept for platforms is based on
two zones.
The outermost zone, facing the tracks, is the
zone where you spend the least amount of time.
Here it is important that the light adequately
illuminates the edge between the tracks and
the platform and door section of the train. The
lighting level needs to be high and even to allow
the visually impaired to find their way on the
platform area and identify the protective zone
markings.

Cross-section of middle platform with roof

The inner zone, nearest the centre or rear of
the platform, is intended to serve as a quieter
area and provide space for waiting. It is safer to
stand further away from the platform edge and
simpler for people to assemble there, no matter which side of the platform they are leaving
from.
Under-illuminated platform roof Bijmer Arena Station,
Amsterdam
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Lighting columns create a calm and orderly experience of
the platform space, Uppsala Central

Fittings on the platform roof columns
In the column’s side-mounted fixture for upand down-light the light that is directed upwards is wide-beamed to create a soft, indirect
light on the platform ceiling. The light that is
directed down is narrow-beamed and is used
to illuminate the columns, enhancing ease of
orientation and creating a beautiful visual element along the entire length of the platform.
Functional light at platform edge
The lighting at the outer edge of the platform
is aimed at illuminating the platform edge and
the train’s vertical surface, at least 1m off the
ground. The lighting can be surface-mounted
or recessed and can be both linear and circular,
but requires a linear or oval light pattern.
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Cross-section of platform with poles
without roof
There are two variants of pole solution for platforms, with and without pole fittings. The fittings are used for attaching information boards,
clocks or other fixtures. The pole fittings can
also be used for mounting lighting.
Good lighting along the platforms, Denmark

Fixture on pole without arm
Directional spotlights can be mounted at the
top of the pole. They should have a broad or
linear spread and directed to reach the outer
edge of the platform. It is important carefully
to study the risk of glare from the track to minimise glare for the driver.
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Fixture on pole with arm
Here, the same lighting principle applies as for
platforms with roofs: an armature placed at
the outer edge of the platform to create even,
functional lighting all along the platform edge.
Lighting poles can also be supplemented with a
fixture on the side of the pole to provide raking
light on the pole, which creates a light pattern
along the platform to enhance ease of orientation.

Cross section of platform
Directional spotlights are mounted on poles
with fittings to illuminate the platform.
At the tip of the pole fitting, the same type of
fixture is mounted that sits along the platform
roof’s edge and illuminates the edge of the platform. Fixtures can also be mounted on poles
with downlight to illuminate the columns. This
solution is also implemented under the platform ceiling. The lighting on the column creates a graphic light pattern that enhances ease

of orientation and spatial perception. Under
the platform ceiling, supplementary lighting on
columns with uplight accentuates the ceiling
material and design, and adds a beautiful spatial dimension.

Elevation lighting principle for side platforms

Plan illumination principle for side platforms
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3.5 A STATION’S GREEN QUALITIES
Just as the quality of the structural elements and
fixtures is crucial for designing the passenger
environment, green qualities play an important
role in a station’s total environment.
Since the railway planning era of the 19th
century, the railway park has been an important
part of the city’s interaction with a station and
a place for both passengers and residents to
stroll in. Today’s passengers, however, have very
different demands for station environments and
the design of green areas needs to be integrated
with passenger flow and shared space.

The quality of the park remains important and
should be updated not only for the passenger
experience, but also as part of sustainable urban planning. By working with consciously designed green spaces, we can create environments with better air quality, less noise and strong
local identity, which are easy to find your way
around in and constitute a distinct part of the
city’s green structure.
The modern railway park does not need not
be a traditional park, but is a means of using
vegetation as a cornerstone for designing and
structuring passenger functions including arrival, parking, stops and the ‘gap’ with screening
elements and side slopes. The park is a supporting element for travel.
It is an important part of a station’s profile,
and requires close collaboration between the
Transport Administration and the municipality
or other landowners.
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Examples of the green areas and gardens can be integrated with passenger flows and concourses, Uppsala Central Station.
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Railway park elements
Meeting points are needed for short- and
longer-term circulation. They should be welcoming, inviting and strategically placed next to
entrances and public walking areas. To create
a well-maintained impression, they can, for
example, have distinct elements referencing
artistic decorations, showcase gardens, character-enhancing tree gardens or a high quality of
soil material.
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Car parks do not always need to have asphalt
surfacing. Gravel or artificial turf creates a
softer impression and also absorbs a portion of
the storm water.

Boundaries such as planks and track-facing
fences can be made green. This can be achieved with gardens in front of them and/or with
creepers.

Cycle parking facilities often take up large
areas in close proximity to key entrance points
and passageways. One way to make them more
attractive for cyclists and for the environment
as a whole is to border them with hedges and
trees.

Stormwater is, wherever possible, disposed of
locally in retention areas, plant beds and open
spaces.

Showcase gardens with summer flowers and
perennials help create identity and beautiful
environments. They are placed close to key
points including in front of the main entrances
and approach roads.

Green roofs retain storm water and contribute to biodiversity. They can be installed both
on large roofs, such as overpasses and larger
canopies, and smaller ones, such as stops and
platform roofs.

Tree gardens fill a variety of functions. They
can be used as screening elements, spatial
enhancers and add character, reflecting the
changing seasons with flowering and autumn
colours. Species are selected in accordance
with the desired function and should always
be followed up with appropriate care for best
results.

Biodiversity should always be a goal of gardens in a station area, preferably with the largest possible proportion of indigenous plants.
Trackside areas may be sections, which have
resulted from safe distance requirements to the
track or similar. To create a well-maintained
impression and strengthen the location’s biodiversity, one can plant a variety of vegetation, if
possible inspired by the local habitats.

Other areas such as traffic islands can be given
a conscious design. They can help add a spatial
dimension by planting trees or disposing of
storm water.
Slopes adjacent to streets and places where
many people circulate must be well maintained
and perceived to be safe, while also being easy
to clean. This is accomplished with a more
extensive use of plants, which can consist of
shrubs and ground cover or a more sophisticated plant design mixed with small shrub trees
and perennials.

BICYCLE PARKING
WITH TREES AND
HEDGES

MEETING PLACE WITH
PLACE-SPECIFIC ELEMENTS

TERRACED SLOPE
WITH PLANTS

FENCING AGAINST
THE TRACKS WITH
VINES

TREES THAT PROVIDE
CHARACTER

LOCAL MAINTENANCE
OF SURFACE WATER
USING PLANT BEDS
LARGE VEGETATION
AREA WITH A CLEAR
CHARACTER
GREEN ROOF ON THE
SHELTER
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3.6 STATION ART
Artistic collaboration in the design of public
buildings has a long tradition. Station environments and building-integrated art contribute to
both a richer experience for the passenger and
a greater understanding and identity for the
location.

Art in the form of objects cannot be incorporated into a profiling programme. However it
is important to develop forms of working with
artistic collaborators as a key part of profiling a
station’s qualitative environments.
Examples from the last few years include
Malmö City Tunnel, City Line in Stockholm
and West Link in Gothenburg. All show various
ways of integrating art into passenger environments. Early collaboration with planners,
architects and engineers lays the foundation
for art that enhances the overall environment
with functionality, ease of orientation and well
being.

Reference Illustration of art on the passageway walls,
Umeå Östra

As a complement to the profiling programme
there is a need for a policy and an action plan
for the project’s artistic work.
Artistic processing should be incorporated
into a station environment, not constructed in
the form of freestanding objects. For example,
it can be integrated with structural elements
such as walls, ceilings and floors.

Reference Illustration of art on the walls along the platforms,
metro, Munich
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Examples of kinetic art projected onto the tunnel wall along the platform. The films breathe life
into a station area and create added value for the passenger, the City Tunnel Malmö.
Reference Illustration where the platform surfacing is the art in a station environment, Metro
Light Rail, Houston

Reference Illustration that shows how a ceiling is an
artistic work, which adds character and identity to the
concourse, Delft Station, Netherlands
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4. Appendix
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OTHER DOCUMENTS/REFERENCES
‘Railway Stations - Planning Manual.’

DOC 2015: 0066 ‘Lighting in the railway environment.’

‘Railway Stations – Layout Manual.’

TDOK 2013: 0651 ‘Lighting Fixtures.’

‘TSI - Technical specifications for interoperability relating to accessibility of the Union’s rail
system for persons with disabilities.’

‘Fixed information on stations.’

TDOK 2013: 0685 ‘A station’s basic functions
and classification 2.0.’

BVF 586.20 ‘Fritt utrymme utmed banan.’ (Swedish only)

‘Report on the design of the physical environment in a station for people with disabilities.’

BVH 583.20 ‘Broprojektering.’ (Swedish only)

‘Improvement of station environments.’

TDOK 2015: 0085 ‘Guideline for the ownership,
management responsibilities and allocation of
costs within the Transport Administration’s
responsibilities at stations.’
TDOK 2014_0686_BVS 1586.26 ‘Banöverbyggnad - Plattformar.’ (Swedish only) Geometrical
requirements for new construction and remodelling.
‘Transport Administration advertising policy.’
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